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Abstract Drift shell splitting in the presence of pitch angle scattering breaks all three adiabatic
invariants of radiation belt electron motion and produces new diffusion terms that fully populate the
diffusion tensor in the Fokker-Planck equation. The Radbelt Electron Model (REM) solves such a
Fokker-Planck equation and is used to investigate the phase space density sources. Our simulation results
and theoretical arguments suggest that drift shell splitting changes the phase space location of the
source to smaller L shells, which typically reduces outer zone phase space density enhancements, and
this reduction has a limit corresponding to two-dimensional local diffusion on a curved surface in the
phase space.

1. Introduction

Radiation belt dynamics can be simulated by solving a Fokker-Planck equation in a set of phase space coor-
dinates with a given diffusion tensor [e.g., Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974]. In an axially symmetric magnetic field,
such as a dipole field, particle drift shells do not depend on equatorial pitch angle 𝛼0, which is then a con-
stant along a drift trajectory, and the variables 𝛼0, mechanical momentum p, and Roederer’s L [Roederer, 1970,
section III.2] are useful phase space coordinates. When axial symmetry is broken, as in the geomagnetic field,
𝛼0 is no longer constant for the entire drift shell. This necessitates the use of adiabatic invariants J1, J2, and J3,
or equivalently and more conventionally M, K , and L, as coordinates of the phase space. As defined in Schulz
[1996], M is equal to the product of the electron’s magnetic moment with its Lorentz factor 𝛾 , K is a field geo-
metric quantity depending on the electron’s mirror points but not energy, and L is inversely proportional to
the amount of magnetic flux enclosed by the electron’s drift shell. Moreover, in an asymmetric magnetic field
L becomes dependent on 𝛼0, i.e., drift shells would split for an ensemble of originally colocated particles with
different 𝛼0 [e.g., Roederer, 1967], which gives rise to the terminology “drift shell splitting.” For relativistic elec-
trons in the outer radiation belt, magnetic field asymmetry is the dominant mechanism of drift shell splitting
[Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974, section III.7], and this study is restricted to it.

The dependence of L on 𝛼0 introduces new components to the diffusion tensor. This occurs as one transforms
the two-dimensional (2-D) bounce-averaged diffusion tensor from the (𝛼0, p, L) coordinates to the (M, K , L)
coordinates on a guiding field line:
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Here the starred components are generated by drift shell splitting. In addition to the M-L and K-L off-diagonal
components, a new “unconventional” radial diffusion component, conserving M and K , arises due to pitch
angle scattering and drift shell splitting. With vanishing 𝜕L∕𝜕𝛼0 in the Jacobian matrix, D∗

ML, D∗
KL, and D∗

LL also
vanish, leaving the left-hand side tensor still a 2 × 2 block.
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Based on the above transformation, O’Brien [2014, 2015] calculated the bounce-and-drift-averaged chorus
wave diffusion tensor using a statistical chorus wave model (as in Shprits et al. [2011]), the Sheeley et al. [2001]
plasma density model, and realistic geomagnetic field models. These geomagnetic field models include the
International Geomagnetic Reference Field [Finlay et al., 2010], which provides effects of the Earth’s inter-
nal magnetic multipoles, and the T89 model [Tsyganenko, 1989], which provides the external magnetic field
asymmetry. In those calculations, field-aligned chorus wave propagation was assumed, as an approximation
to the full distribution of propagation angles. Shprits and Ni [2009] showed that the field-aligned calcula-
tion grossly matches the much more expensive calculation accounting for oblique waves, and Santolík et al.
[2010] showed that chorus waves observed in the outer zone are often nearly field aligned. Only chorus waves
were considered because of our focus on the outer zone where drift shell splitting is most significant. Hiss
and electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves can be present in the outer zone in a plasmaspheric plume, but
no plume is assumed in this study. Observational evidence points strongly to a dominant role for chorus in
outer zone dynamics [e.g., Liu et al., 2015], and chorus is typically the only wave mode accounted for outside
the plasmasphere in simulations [e.g., Tu et al., 2014]. O’Brien [2015] included a discussion of the potential
shortcomings of these assumptions, but we accept them as published for this study. From O’Brien [2015],
the drift-averaged magnitudes of the starred diffusion components in (1) are comparable to or even larger
than the unstarred counterparts for low-energy electrons (∼100 keV) in the midnight 𝛼0 range 40∘ to 80∘,
suggesting possible strong effects on the “seed” population. As energy increases into the MeV range, the
starred components become insignificant. This paper investigates the effect of drift shell splitting on radiation
belt electron diffusion using the diffusion tensor calculated by O’Brien [2015].

2. Simulation of an Idealized MeV Electron Enhancement
2.1. Simulation Setup
We use REM to numerically investigate drift shell splitting effects on the electron phase space density
(PSD). REM is a gridless 3-D electron diffusion model that works in adiabatic invariant coordinates. Based
on the stochastic differential equation method [e.g., Tao et al., 2008; Zheng et al., 2014], REM can solve the
Fokker-Planck equation with a fully populated 3-D diffusion tensor in a complex shaped domain. Good statis-
tics of the solution are guaranteed by the adaptive methods used in REM [Zheng, 2015]. In this study, the
simulation domain is defined in adiabatic invariant space by electron kinetic energy E from 100 keV to 10 MeV,
K from the bounce loss cone to zero or the drift loss cone, and L from 2 to 8. The mapping between E and
adiabatic invariants is attained by the relation

E = 0

(√
2BmM

0
+ 1 − 1

)
, (2)

where 0 (= 0.511 MeV) is electron rest energy and the mirror point magnetic intensity Bm is tabulated as a
function of K and L via particle tracing in the geomagnetic field model.

To examine drift shell splitting effects on electron PSD, we have made simulations of a model storm motivated
by the 8 October 2012 electron acceleration event, during which the 100 keV electron flux was observed
to increase exponentially for about 7 h and to stay steady afterward [Tu et al., 2014]. The injection onset
is the starting point of our simulations. We emphasize that our purpose is not to precisely reproduce this
specific event but to evaluate the magnitude of the drift shell splitting effect on the electron PSD using a
representative idealized simulation that can be easily understood.

Early theoretical studies had assessed drift shell splitting effects assuming that the electron PSD profile had a
positive L gradient at constant M and K and a negative L gradient at constant E and 𝛼0 beyond a peak [Schulz
and Lanzerotti, 1974, p. 107, and references therein]. Though not always a realistic assumption, recent obser-
vations [e.g., Onsager et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2010; Boyd et al., 2014], however, showed that the typical hundred
keV electron PSD profile is indeed more often than not in this case. To be comparable with historical studies,
we design our simulation initial and boundary conditions to both keep this historical assumption and feature
event-specific observations. These initial and boundary conditions are obtained from 3-D time-dependent fit
to Van Allen Probes electron flux observations at L = 4 during the 8 October 2012 storm, using approximate
analytic solutions of a simplified Fokker-Planck equation as fitting functions (see Appendix A for details). We
note that neither energy diffusion nor drift shell splitting exists in this initial condition; rather, they develop as
the simulation begins. Dirichlet boundary conditions share the same functional form as the initial condition,
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Figure 1. Real-time magnetic local time (MLT)-averaged POES factors for every half hour from 23:00 UT 8 October 2012
to 16:00 UT 9 October 2012 (blue dashed lines), their time average during this period (red solid line), and the model
POES factor with a peak height of 10 at L = 4 (black solid line). Model POES factors of a different peak height (namely 4,
7, and 13) have the same peak location and width as the one shown here.

except that they contain data-fitted time-dependent factors that characterize the seed electron flux injection,
which also guarantee consistency between initial and boundary conditions.

In contrast to a simulation in a dipole field, in an asymmetric geomagnetic field a new phase space boundary
arises due to electron Shabansky orbits [Shabansky, 1971; Öztürk and Wolf , 2007], on which the electron drift
trajectories bifurcate into either of the two magnetic field minima before local noon and join together after-
ward. The Roederer L for electrons on these orbits is not defined [Ukhorskiy et al., 2011], so that the electrons
are not describable by and must be excluded from the 3-D adiabatic invariant phase space. Further, these
electrons are quasi-trapped; they drift from a few to a few hundred periods depending on the orbit before
escaping into the bounce or drift loss cone [Ukhorskiy et al., 2011]. Therefore, in addition to a PSD source as
electrons are fed in the nightside from the quasi-trapped region to the stably trapped region, this boundary
also serves as a loss of radiation belt electrons. A 50 drift period exponential decay is imposed to its Dirichlet
boundary condition to primitively reflect these mechanisms (see Appendix A). Phase space locations of this
boundary are determined from particle tracing in the geomagnetic field model.

This study adopts Ozeke et al. [2014] ULF wave diffusion coefficients (DULF
LL ) to invoke the conventional radial

diffusion at constant M and K , and the aforementioned O’Brien [2015] drift shell splitting chorus wave diffusion
coefficients (the drift average of Dij in the left-hand side of equation 1), so that the Fokker-Planck equation
solved is

𝜕f̄
𝜕t

= 1
G

𝜕
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(
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)
, (3)

where f̄ is the phase-averaged PSD, G is the Jacobian determinant for the coordinate transform from (J1, J2, J3)
to (M, K , L) as represented collectively by the Qis, and summation over repeated indices is implied. The Ozeke
et al. [2014] radial diffusion coefficients are derived from statistical representations of compressional magnetic
field wave power and azimuthal electric field wave power in the ULF band and are analytically approximated
as functions of L and Kp. As a simple but reasonable storm time value, we assume constant Kp = 4, which also
results in significant asymmetry in the T89 magnetic field [O’Brien, 2015]. To better resemble the 8 October
2012 storm, we multiply the statistically obtained chorus wave amplitudes by event-specific factors inferred
from POES spacecraft data [e.g., Li et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014], so that the O’Brien [2015] diffusion coefficients
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Figure 2. REM-simulated PSD radial profiles with drift shell splitting off (blue) and on (red) for M = 2000 MeV/G and

K = 0.01 G
1
2 RE at t = 9 h (dashed) and t = 17 h (solid). The vertical bar at each data point indicates the estimated 90%

confidence interval of the solution.

are multiplied by the POES factors squared. In our simulation, these POES factors have a radial profile that
peaks at L = 4 with a height of 10 as shown in Figure 1.

2.2. Simulation Results
Figure 2 plots the radial profile of PSD solutions at M = 2000 MeV/G and K = 0.01 G

1
2 RE at 9 and 17 h after the

initial time, with comparisons in which effect of drift shell splitting is turned on or off by retaining or removing
the starred components in equation (1). In both cases, strong local acceleration produces PSD peaks in the
heart of the radiation belt. Inside L = 4, the “on” and “off” solutions are very close because of small asymmetry
in the inner geomagnetic field. Beyond L = 4, the on solutions are all lower than the off solutions, with the
largest discrepancy appearing around the PSD peaks.

To better investigate the diffusion processes, we use REM to generate PSD source plots for a given phase space
solution point. These plots show the PSD contribution from various phase space locations to that solution
point. Figure 3 shows source plots for the off (Figures 3a–3c) and on (Figures 3d–3f ) solutions at the PSD
peaks (L = 4.4, t = 17 h) in Figure 2. From left to right in each row, the three panels are projections of the
3-D PSD source distribution along E, 𝛼0, and L dimensions, respectively. Each pixel in these panels represents
a 2-D phase space element, whose color represents the amount of PSD it contributes to the solution point
(indicated by the cross). In these plots and sections 2 and 3, the definition of 𝛼0 on a drift shell is generalized
using the mirror point magnetic intensity Bm(K), which is a drift invariant, compared to that of the equatorially
bouncing electrons with the same L:

sin2 𝛼0(K)
||||L ≡

Bm(0)
Bm(K)

||||L

. (4)

This generalized 𝛼0 is hence also drift invariant and reduces to equatorial pitch angle if the field is reduced
adiabatically to a symmetric field, where the two drift shells employed in this definition degenerate.

A striking feature of Figure 3 is that in both off and on solutions, the majority of the PSD comes from a narrow
range of L around 4.4 near the low-energy boundary, suggesting that local acceleration together with the
seed population plays a decisive role in electron energization, and the diffusion is approximately 2-D 𝛼0-E
diffusion. The seed electron source region in the on case (Figures 3d and 3e) is broader in L than in the off
case (Figures 3a and 3b). The low-energy sources in the off case (Figure 3b) occur roughly at L = 4.4, whereas
in the on case (Figure 3e) they occur at a lower L around 4.2. The 𝛼0 distribution of the sources in both cases
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Figure 3. PSD source plots for the t = 17 h solutions at M = 2000 MeV∕G, K = 0.01 G
1
2 RE , and L = 4.4 (white cross), with drift shell splitting (a–c) off and

(d–f ) on. White dashed lines are projections of the 3-D constant M and K curve, or “radial diffusion curve” through the cross, calculated with dipole field
geometry. The lines of dark blue pixels within L = 6–8 and 𝛼0 = 40∘ –90∘ in Figures 3a and 3d indicate locations of the Shabansky orbit boundary.

(Figures 3a and 3d) has two blobs, one between 25∘ and 70∘ corresponding to energization from the nightside
chorus and the other below 20∘ from the dayside chorus.

The prominence of the drift shell splitting effect depends on the relative importance of chorus wave diffusion.
The latter is a function of the peak height of the POES factors. In the large POES factor limit chorus wave scat-
tering dominates, so that the diffusion is asymptotically 2-D, and in the opposite limit the diffusion approaches
1-D radial diffusion as illustrated in Figure 4, and the drift shell splitting effect vanishes. Figure 5 plots the dif-
ference of PSD solutions (off minus on) at L = 4.4 and t = 17 h versus a range of peak POES factors. Regardless
of the POES factor value, all the PSD differences are positive. As the POES factor increases, the PSD difference
increases monotonically but approaches a 2-D diffusion limit as approximated by the dashed line, which is the
difference calculated using peak POES factor 13 but without ULF wave diffusion. (The ro points are referred
to in section 4.) The ratio of PSD solutions (off over on) is shown in Figure 6. Comparing Figure 5 with Figure 6
shows that the difference of PSD has a simpler and more meaningful dependence on POES factors than the
ratio of PSD. In the next section, we use analytic theory to investigate the changes in PSD due to drift shell
splitting and to interpret these simulation results.

3. Theoretical Analysis

Let us start with the bounce-averaged diffusion on a guiding field line. Symbolically, equation (1) can be
written as D = GG⊺, where different fonts of the diffusion tensors denote their different coordinates. By con-
struction, the diffusion tensor  has two positive (or zero) eigenvalues, whose corresponding eigenvectors
are the semiaxes of the elliptic contour of the diffusion Green function [cf. Albert, 2009] in the 𝛼0-p plane,
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Figure 4. PSD source plots, in the same format as Figure 3, for the t = 17 h solutions at M = 2000 MeV/G, K = 0.01 G
1
2 RE , and L = 5.4, calculated with uniform

POES factor 1. (a and d) The Shabansky orbit boundary is seen as the line of green pixels. (b and e) The energization mechanism here is primarily radial diffusion,
with the majority of PSD contributed by the Shabansky orbit boundary.

Figure 5. Difference in PSD solutions at M = 2000 MeV/G, K = 0.01 G
1
2 RE , L = 4.4, and t = 17 h versus the peak height

of the POES factor. In the legend, off or on indicates that drift shell splitting is turned off or on, “ro” means only ⟨D∗
LL⟩ is

included and not ⟨D∗
ML⟩ or ⟨D∗

KL⟩, and “2D” means the simulation is done with a peak POES factor 13 and no ULF wave
diffusion. At “peak” POES factor 1, the POES factor is actually uniformly 1 with no peak.
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Figure 6. Ratio between PSD solutions at the same phase space location and time as in Figure 5. At POES factor 1, the
PSD ratio is very close to 1, indicating that the drift shell splitting effect is very weak. As the peak POES factor increases,
both local acceleration and the drift shell splitting effect increase, and their competition results in a nonmonotonic
relation between the PSD ratio and the strength of chorus wave diffusion. At a moderate peak POES factor 4, the ratio
reaches a local maximum where on is nearly 1 order of magnitude smaller than off.

and a third trivially zero eigenvalue with the eigenvector in the L direction. Arranging eigenvalues in descend-
ing order, this corresponds to a diagonalized factorization of  such that

 =
(

û v̂ l̂
) ⎛⎜⎜⎝

𝜆1

𝜆2

0

⎞⎟⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎜⎝

û⊺

v̂⊺

l̂
⊺

⎞⎟⎟⎠ , (𝜆1 ≥ 𝜆2 ≥ 0), (5)

in which û and v̂ are orthogonal unit eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 and l̂ is the unit
vector along the L axis. In mathematics, the continuous one-to-one mapping of a coordinate transform con-
serves topology of a geometrical object (homeomorphism [cf. Zorich, 2004]). Therefore, although the (M, K , L)
space is not metric, we are still able to discuss topology of a geometrical object within, for it is identical to that
in the (J1, J2, J3) space, whereas the latter space is physically a Euclidean space of the generalized momenta.
For the topological discussion in this section, we understand the coordinate variables as dimensionless as
being scaled by proper dimensional constants.

According to Sylvester’s law of inertia [e.g., Norman, 1986, pp. 360–361], the congruence transform in (1)
conserves the numbers of positive and zero eigenvalues of the diffusion tensors on both sides. Therefore,
although fully populated, the left-hand side tensor D is nonetheless singular due to the zero eigenvalue. At a
given point in the (M, K , L) space, the bounce-averaged diffusion is hence in a local 2-D plane containing the
first two eigenvectors of D. In general, it is difficult to analytically calculate these eigenvectors to obtain the
orientation of the plane. However, since the plane is just the local 𝛼0-p plane after a coordinate transform,
the transformed û and v̂ vectors, denoted as 𝝃 and 𝜼, respectively, must also lie in this plane, where 𝝃 and 𝜼

are readily given by the matrix equation

(
𝝃 𝜼

)
= G

(
û v̂

)
. (6)

Thus, the normal of the local 2-D diffusion plane points in the direction of

n = 𝝃 × 𝜼 = 𝜕M
𝜕p

(
𝜕L
𝜕𝛼0

k̂ − 𝜕K
𝜕𝛼0

l̂
)
, (7)
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Figure 7. Schematic illustration of a bounce-averaged diffusion surface for a nightside guiding field line in a symmetric
magnetic field (the Σ plane), and in an asymmetric geomagnetic field (the Σ∗ surface), with a common L value at the
phase space point P. The intersection of Σ and Σ∗ through P is a straight line parallel with the M axis. Shaded areas
indicate the phase space regions of the seed electrons (see text). The Σ∗ surface for a dayside guiding field line would
be tilted upward in L with increasing K , due to negative 𝜕L∕𝜕𝛼0.

where k̂ is the unit vector along the K axis. This is also the direction of the third eigenvector of D, corresponding
to its zero eigenvalue.

In equation (7), 𝜕M∕𝜕p (=2M∕p) is positive, and 𝜕L∕𝜕𝛼0 and 𝜕K∕𝜕𝛼0 are field geometric quantities, with 𝜕K∕𝜕𝛼0

always negative except at 𝛼0 = 𝜋∕2 where it vanishes. Thus, the direction of n is solely determined by the
geometry of the guiding field line. For a symmetric field, because 𝜕L∕𝜕𝛼0 is identically zero, n is uniformly in
the l̂ direction and the diffusion is confined in an M-K plane. For the asymmetric geomagnetic field, n tilts in
the k̂ direction by an amount that depends on the sign and relative magnitude of 𝜕L∕𝜕𝛼0 compared to 𝜕K∕𝜕𝛼0.
In particular, 𝜕L∕𝜕𝛼0 is typically positive for guiding field lines in the nightside and negative for those in the
dayside [cf. O’Brien, 2015, Figure 1; Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974, section III.7], and 𝜕K∕𝜕𝛼0 decreases without
bound with decreasing 𝛼0 (in dipole field, 𝜕K∕𝜕𝛼0 ∼− cos 𝛼0∕ sin2 𝛼0). At small K , the k̂ component of n dom-
inates because of vanishing 𝜕K∕𝜕𝛼0 as K approaches 0, but as K increases, since 𝜕L∕𝜕𝛼0 cannot be boundless,
the l̂ component quickly becomes significant and eventually dominates. For all M and K values on the guid-
ing field line, all of these local planes thus form a curved surface in phase space, with its normal direction at
every point given by n. Figure 7 schematically illustrates such a surface for a guiding field line in the nightside.
On this guiding field line, the 2-D bounce-averaged diffusion takes place in this surface (Σ∗) rather than in an
M-K plane (Σ) as in a symmetric field. For a representative point stochastically scattering in Σ∗, its L value thus
changes due to the geometry of the surface.

Different guiding field lines have different Σ∗ diffusion surfaces, so a fixed phase space point, such as point P
in Figure 7, resides on a family of Σ∗ surfaces corresponding to all the guiding field lines on the drift shell, and
these Σ∗ surfaces all have the common straight-line intersection at constant K and L, since the drift shell is
specified by these two parameters. At this point, though bounce-averaged diffusion on each guiding field line
is confined to its individual surface, drift-averaged diffusion, as a superposition of the former, effectively takes
place in a phase space volume. This means that the diffusion tensor loses its singularity after drift averaging
[O’Brien, 2015]. In this sense, strict 2-D drift-averaged diffusion does not occur in an asymmetric geomagnetic
field even without drift-resonant radial diffusion.

Because wave activity is not evenly distributed in magnetic local time, the bounce-averaged diffusion in
each Σ∗ surface contributes differently to the drift average. Outside the plasmapause, the diffusion rate
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Figure 8. PSD source plots, in the same format as Figure 3, for the t = 17 h solutions at M = 2000 MeV∕G, K = 0.01 G
1
2 RE and L = 5.4, calculated with the 2-D

diffusion setup (see text). In the off case (a–c), PSD sources are distributed in the L = 5.4 plane. In the on case (d–f ), PSD sources are distributed near a surface
that tilts toward smaller L at smaller 𝛼0s and smaller Es than the solution point (cross).

of nightside chorus typically exceeds that of dayside chorus by orders of magnitude except at small 𝛼0s

[e.g., Li et al., 2007; Thorne et al., 2010]. Consequently, except at large K , the drift-averaged diffusion would pri-

marily take place along the Σ∗ surfaces of nightside guiding field lines. At large K , the shapes of all Σ∗ surfaces

are close to an M-K plane anyway due to the dominant l̂ component in the normal and thus make little dif-

ference to the drift-averaged diffusion. As a result, the drift-averaged chorus wave diffusion in an asymmetric

geomagnetic field is still approximately 2-D, around a surface in the phase space similar to that of a nightside

guiding field line.

This approximate 2-D drift-averaged diffusion is indeed observable in the PSD source plots. Figure 8 shows
source plots for solutions at M = 2000 MeV/G, K = 0.01 G

1
2 RE, L = 5.4, and t = 17 h from the simulations of

Figure 5 that are labeled 2D. In the off case (Figures 8a–8c), PSD sources align exactly in the constant L =5.4

plane, whereas in the on case (Figures 8d–8f ), PSD sources are distributed near a surface that tilts toward

smaller L in smaller 𝛼0 and smaller E. This is consistent with the theoretically predicted 2-D diffusion near the

Σ∗ surface in Figure 7, where PSD sources contributing to the point P from smaller M and larger K regions have

smaller L values than that of P, due to the geometry of the surface. The same phenomenon is also observed

in the source plots for the solution with the same M, K , and t but at L = 4.4, as shown in Figure 9. In this case,

the PSD sources are mainly from the low-energy boundary instead of the interior phase space. PSD contri-

butions from the portion of the Σ∗ surface that is at smaller K and larger L to the solution point are visible in

Figures 8d and 8e.

On the basis of this discussion, we can now better understand the results in section 2. In Figure 3, the solution

point is at smaller K than the range of strong chorus wave scattering, which occurs for generalized 𝛼0 between
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Figure 9. PSD source plots, in the same format as Figure 3, for the t = 17 h solutions at M = 2000MeV∕G, K = 0.01 G
1
2 RE , and L = 4.4, calculated with the 2-D

setup. In the (a–c) off case, PSD sources are distributed in the L = 4.4 plane, mainly near the low-energy boundary. In the (d–f ) on case, PSD sources are
distributed near a surface that at smaller 𝛼0s has L value smaller than that of the solution point (cross) and at larger 𝛼0s has L value larger than that of the cross,
as predicted in the theoretical explanation. Integration of the source distribution in Figure 9e along the E dimension indicates that it is centered at L = 4.1.

about 10∘ to 70∘. By the geometry of the surfaces in Figure 7, the seed electrons for point P are located at

a smaller L in the Σ∗ surface than those in the Σ plane (as indicated by the shaded areas); this is why the

seed electrons in the on case are from smaller L than those in the off case. Furthermore, drift shell splitting

makes the drift average of D nonsingular, so that the seed electron regions in the on case are more spread

in L. The PSD of the seed electrons typically has a positive gradient in L at fixed M and K , so it follows that

local acceleration of the seed electrons from smaller L provides less PSD. The lower PSD solutions with drift

shell splitting in Figure 2 are consistent with this mechanism. One caveat is that a difference in chorus wave

diffusion rates on Σ∗ and Σ may also have an effect and that should be investigated in future work.

In Figure 7, as the point P moves toward larger K into the range of strong chorus wave scattering, the Σ∗

surface is raised in L so that its intersection with the Σ plane goes through the shaded areas, and the shaded

areas are closer in L. Moreover, the shape of Σ∗ at large K is close to that of Σ. Therefore, the drift shell splitting

effect becomes negligible at large K , as demonstrated in Figure 10.

In Figure 5, when chorus wave diffusion is decreased by the decreasing peak POES factor, the source regions

in Figure 7 are moved closer to P along the Σ∗ surface or the Σ plane, so that they are less separated in L.

Moreover, drift-resonant radial diffusion, which is then relatively stronger, would move these source regions in

L and further spread them. As a result, the source regions will increasingly overlap, and the drift shell splitting

effect diminishes. Because both the chorus wave acceleration effect and the drift shell splitting effect depend

on the POES factors, the PSD differences in Figure 5 reveal a simpler relation to POES factor than the PSD ratios

in Figure 6; in the latter, this relation is complicated by the competition between the two effects.
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Figure 10. REM-simulated flux profiles in generalized 𝛼0 with drift shell splitting off (blue) and on (red) for E = 2.0 MeV
and L = 4.25 at t = 9 h (dashed) and t = 17 h (solid), calculated with a POES factor profile that peaks at L = 5 with a
height 7. At 𝛼0 ≲ 40∘ , the two 17 h solutions are effectively indistinguishable, suggesting that the drift shell splitting
effect vanishes as K becomes large.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Early drift shell splitting studies [e.g., Fälthammar and Walt, 1969; Roederer and Schulz, 1969; Schulz, 1972;
Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974, sections III.7 and III.8] focused mainly on anomalous radial diffusion caused by
elastic pitch angle scattering in a distorted geomagnetic field. Since energy E is conserved in this process,
the corresponding anomalous radial diffusion coefficient, as estimated by drift average of the L displace-
ment at constant 𝛼0 and E [e.g., Schulz, 1972], must be expressed in the (𝛼0, p, L) coordinates, and it is not the
same as the ⟨D∗

LL⟩ obtained from a drift average of the left-hand side of equation (1). In these early studies,
the drift-resonant radial diffusion was derived assuming impulsive variations of the geomagnetic field and
its induced electric field [Kellogg, 1959; Parker, 1960], which played a comparable role to ULF waves in the
present work, and the pitch angle diffusion rate (𝛼0𝛼0

) was assumed longitudinally uniform due to theoret-
ical tractability and the lack of in situ observations. Roederer [1968] [also Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974, pp. 106
and 107] pointed out that under such a diffusion scheme, the energy-conserving anomalous radial diffusion
provided extra acceleration for electrons diffusing into the radiation belts from an external source. Given that
a typical electron PSD radial profile has a positive L gradient at fixed M and K and a negative gradient at fixed
E, electrons have a favored inward diffusion at constant M and K and a favored outward diffusion at constant
E. The consequence is that a fraction of the electrons would have repeated opportunities to gain energy by
the energizing inward diffusion, and thus an enhanced PSD increase should occur.

Roederer’s prediction seems contrary to the results in the current study. However, this apparent contradic-
tion is caused by the different longitudinal distributions of pitch angle diffusion rate in the two schemes.
In the picture of the phase space surfaces of Figure 7, with longitudinally uniform pitch angle diffusion
rate, bounce-averaged diffusion in each Σ∗ surface of a drift shell contributes equally to the drift-averaged
diffusion, so that drift shell splitting causes much less systematic L shell dislocation of source regions due
to cancellation from the oppositely curved dayside and nightside Σ∗ surfaces. In contrast, in our diffusion
scheme, the pitch angle scattering rate due to chorus waves is much greater in the nightside than the day-
side, and Roederer’s energization mechanism becomes secondary compared to the reduction of the source
electron abundance. Since the chorus wave distribution is observationally derived, we would expect that a
reduced PSD enhancement is more realistic.
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As a practical consideration, for the radiation belt models that cannot deal with the ⟨D∗
ML⟩ and ⟨D∗

KL⟩ com-
ponents, we have tested the effects of including ⟨D∗

LL⟩ alone as the drift shell splitting diffusion coefficient.
In Figure 5, the PSD solutions obtained with only ⟨D∗

LL⟩ but not ⟨D∗
ML⟩ and ⟨D∗

KL⟩ (labeled ro for “radial only”)
are compared to those with the full set of drift shell splitting diffusion coefficients turned on or off. At POES
factor 1, compared to off, the ro solution is even further separated from the on solution that incorporates the
full set of starred diffusion components. This is expected since adding ⟨D∗

LL⟩ alone physically does not intro-
duce any drift shell splitting but only increases radial diffusion at constant M and K . At larger peak POES factors,
where chorus wave acceleration dominates the amount of PSD increase, the strengthened radial diffusion has
very little effect on PSD.

In summary, we have shown, from simulations and theoretical arguments, that drift shell splitting decreases
outer radiation belt electron PSD enhancements at small to intermediate K . This conclusion is derived from
the basic geomagnetic field configuration that 𝜕L∕𝜕𝛼0 > 0 in the nightside, the dominance of nightside over
dayside chorus in resonant scattering, and the typically positive seed electron PSD radial gradient. Among
these three premises, the first one is robust as it is a consequence of solar wind impinged on the geomagnetic
field; the second one is statistically based and restricted to field-aligned chorus waves and might be unrealis-
tic in a specific storm, especially with strong very oblique chorus waves; extreme magnetopause shadowing
could render the last one invalid, in which case the conclusion of the current study is not applicable. The mag-
nitude of the decrease depends on both the separation of the PSD source regions in L, which is determined
by the asymmetry of the magnetic field, and the PSD radial gradient of the seed electrons. However, sensitiv-
ity of this decrease to each of the assumed premises is beyond the scope of this paper. In our simulations, we
assumed a T89 magnetic field model with Kp = 4 and steady state radial diffusion in the initial and boundary
conditions and found a nearly 1 order of magnitude decrease in PSD enhancement. In real magnetic storms
where day-night magnetic field asymmetry could be more drastic, or electron injection events where the sus-
tained source PSD radial gradient is much steeper, we would expect a stronger drift shell splitting effect than
in our model. At last, we note that our study is confined in the realm of quasi-linear diffusion theory of radia-
tion belts. Recent studies have brought into notice nonlinear wave acceleration of the electrons [e.g., Mozer
et al., 2014] and its potential modulation on seed electron profiles [e.g., Ma et al., 2016]. Drift shell splitting
effects under such energization mechanisms still remain an open question for future investigation.

Appendix A: Designing Initial and Boundary Conditions for the Radiation Belt
Fokker-Planck Equation

In this appendix we seek, under certain assumptions and simplifying restrictions, an approximate special
solution to the Fokker-Planck equation by separation of variables, for use in assigning initial and boundary
conditions to equation (3).

For mathematical tractability, we consider bimodal radial and elastic pitch angle diffusion, which approxi-
mately conserves the quantity 𝜁 ≡ M∕y2 [Walt, 1970], where y ≡ sin 𝛼0. In dipole field, the corresponding
Fokker-Planck equation is [Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974, p. 110]

𝜕f̄
𝜕t

= L
5
2
𝜕

𝜕L

[
L−

5
2 DLL

𝜕f̄
𝜕L

]
x,𝜁

+ 1
xT(y)

𝜕

𝜕x

[
xT(y)Dxx

𝜕f̄
𝜕x

]
𝜁,L

, (A1)

where x ≡ cos 𝛼0 and T(y) is the normalized dipole bounce period. A special solution of (A1) can be obtained
by assuming that the radial diffusion has reached a steady state, so that

L
5
2
𝜕

𝜕L

[
L−

5
2 DLL

𝜕a
𝜕L

]
x,𝜁

= 0, (A2)

Equation (A1) becomes
𝜕g
𝜕t

= 1
xT(y)

𝜕

𝜕x

[
xT(y)Dxx

𝜕g
𝜕x

]
𝜁,L

, (A3)

and f̄ (t, 𝜁 , x, L) is given by

f̄ (t, 𝜁 , x, L) = a(𝜁, L)g(t, x) = a(𝜁, L)
∑

n

gn(x) exp(−𝜆nt), (A4)
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where gn(x) and 𝜆n are the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of (A3). In a first-order approximation, for
x-independent Dxx and constant loss cone cosine xc, gn(x) is proportional to the zero order Bessel function
gn(x) ∝ J0(𝜅nx∕xc), where 𝜅n are roots of J0(𝜅n) = 0 [Roberts, 1969].

At fixed 𝜁 , with the form DLL = D0L𝜈 and the boundary conditions{
a(𝜁, L1) = 0
a(𝜁, L2) = c′(𝜁 )

(1 < L1 < L2, c′(𝜁 )> 0), (A5)

in which L1 is the radial position of the radiation belt slot and L2 an arbitrary outer position, the solution of
(A2) is

a(𝜁, L) = c′(𝜁 )

L
7
2
−𝜈

1 − L
7
2
−𝜈

2

(L
7
2
−𝜈

1 − L
7
2
−𝜈)

≡ c(𝜁 )

[
1 −

(
L

L1

) 7
2
−𝜈
]
, (L ≥ L1, c(𝜁 )> 0),

(A6)

with c(𝜁 ) a free function to be determined from the electron energy spectrum. Note that in integrating for (A6),
we have tacitly assumed 𝜈 > 7∕2. For the purpose of designing a simple initial condition, we assume that at
t = 0, f̄ stays at the lowest eigenmode of pitch angle diffusion, which is arguably reasonable between storms
[O’Brien et al., 2014], so that

f̄ (0, 𝜁 , x, L) = c(𝜁 )

[
1 −

(
L

L1

) 7
2
−𝜈
]

g0(x). (A7)

To find a simple form for g0(x), note that the lowest eigenfunction J0(𝜅0x∕xc) resembles the function 1−(x∕xc)2

[Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974, pp. 162–166]. In the outer radiation belt, we may further assume that xc ≃ 1 and
hence use the simple form

g0(x) ∝ 1 − x2. (A8)

On the other hand, in dipole field particle momentum p is drift invariant, so we can phase average the particle
flux j and obtain

j̄(t, E, x, L) = p2 f̄ (t, E, x, L) =
2m0𝜇E𝜁

L3R3
E

f̄ (t, E, x, L), (A9)

where m0 is the particle rest mass, 𝜇E is the Earth’s dipole moment, and RE is the Earth’s radius. Assuming an
exponential energy spectrum with e-folding energy E0, the form of j̄ is

j̄(t, E, x, L) = j̄(t, 0, x, L) exp(− E
E0

), (A10)

with kinetic energy

E = 0(𝛾 − 1) = 0

(√
2𝜇E𝜁

0R3
E L3

+ 1 − 1

)
, (A11)

a function of 𝜁 and L, where 𝛾 is the Lorentz factor and 0 is the rest energy.

Conservation of the first and second adiabatic invariants by radial diffusion implies that [Schulz and Lanzerotti,
1974, p. 131] (

𝜕 ln j̄
𝜕 ln p

)
L,y

= const. (A12)

For relativistic electrons, this restriction prescribes a relation for the e-folding energy that E0L
3
2 = const, which

is observationally evident (e.g., Paolini et al. [1968] report E0L1.3 ≃ const). With this relation, exp(−E∕E0) is
only a weak function of L, and independent of L for highly relativistic electrons (p2c2 ≫ 0). Combining (A7)
through (A11), we have

f̄ (0, 𝜁 , x, L) = c(𝜁 )

[
1 −

(
L

L1

) 7
2
−𝜈
]
(1 − x2)

=
R3

E

2m0𝜇E

1
𝜁

exp

(
− E

E0

)
L3 j̄(0, E = 0, x, L).

(A13)
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Figure A1. (top) Fitted omnidirectional electron fluxes on the low-energy boundary (E = 100 keV) versus L at different
times and (bottom) fitted unidirectional fluxes at L = 4 and 𝛼0 = 50∘ versus time for a range of electron energies. Here
t = 0 corresponds to 02:30 UT 8 October 2012 (the onset of the low-energy electron injection). Figure A1 (bottom)
shows that the low-energy electron injection is energy dependent, and high-energy (>1.5 MeV) electron fluxes decrease
during the low-energy electron injection.

Therefore, comparison of variables between the two equations in (A13) yields

j̄(0, E = 0, x, L) = Γ
L3

[
1 −

(
L

L1

) 7
2
−𝜈
]
(1 − x2), (A14)

which has a peak at L = [(𝜈 − 1∕2)∕3]2∕(2𝜈−7)L1, and

c(𝜁 ) ≃
R3

EΓ
2m0𝜇E

1
𝜁

exp

[
−
0L

3
2

E′
0

(√
2𝜇E𝜁

0R3
E L3

+ 1 − 1

)]
. (A15)

In these expressions, Γ is an arbitrary constant that scales the asymptotic “zero energy” equatorial flux
amplitude

j̄(0, E = 0, x = 0, L) = Γ
L3
, (L ≫ L1), (A16)

and E′
0 = E0L

3
2 a constant scaling the e-folding energy.
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For Dirichlet boundary conditions, which must reduce to f̄ (0, 𝜁 , x, L) on boundaries at t = 0, f̄ (t, 𝜁 , x, L) can be
obtained by varying the two constants Γ and E′

0 with time. Cast in more conventional variables, we have

f̄ (t, E, x, L) = Γ(t)
L3

[
1 −

(
L

L1

) 7
2
−𝜈
]

c2

E(E + 20)
exp

[
− EL

3
2

E′
0(t)

]
(1 − x2), (A17)

where c is the speed of light, and the values ofΓ(t) and E′
0(t) are determined from fitting to observational data

at different t. Note that comparing with (A4), we have absorbed the exp(−𝜆0t) term intoΓ(t). Exponential vari-
ations of the particle flux with time further restricts the functional forms ofΓ(t) and E′

0(t). From equations (A10)
to (A14), we have

j̄(t, E, x = 0, L) = Γ(t)
L3

[
1 −

(
L

L1

) 7
2
−𝜈
]

exp
[
− E

E′
0(t)

L
3
2

]
, (A18)

so that the time derivative

𝜕

𝜕t
ln j̄(t, E, x = 0, L) = 1

Γ
dΓ
dt

− EL
3
2

d
dt

(
1

E′
0

)
(A19)

should be piecewise constant in t. Therefore, the functional forms of Γ(t) and E′
0(t) are

Γ(t) = Γ(0) exp(𝜆t), (A20)

1
E′

0(t)
= 𝛽t + 1

E′
0(0)

, (A21)

where 𝜆 and 𝛽 are piecewise constant parameters to be determined from fitting to observational data.
Figure A1 illustrates the fitted electron fluxes for the 8 October 2012 storm, as calculated from (A17) with
𝜈 = 6, corresponding to Kp = 4 in the Ozeke et al. [2014] ULF wave diffusion coefficients, and the slot region
position L1 = 2.5.

The solution (A17) has the typical characteristics of a quiet time PSD: it has a positive L gradient at fixed M
and K and a negative L gradient at fixed E and x beyond a peak. Thus, this initial condition can be understood
as an approximation to the radiation belt after sufficient time of quiet magnetospheric conditions. On the
low-energy boundary, equation (A17) physically assumes that the relaxation time for the seed electrons to
radially diffuse to a steady state is much shorter than the characteristic time scale of the injection. On the
Shabansky orbit boundary, where a 50 drift period (Td) electron lifetime is assumed to schematically sketch
the loss mechanism due to quasi-trapping, the boundary condition (h̄) is multiplied by the factor as

h̄(t, E, x, L)|||boundary
= f̄ (t, E, x, L) exp

(
− t

50Td

)|||||boundary

, (A22)

in which Td is also a function of E, x, and L.
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